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UNIDRIVE M700

ACHIEVE POSITION CONTROL
IN A VACUUM ENVIRONMENT
Applied Motion Systems, a systems integrator and machine builder in Vancouver, WA, has deployed a
number of servo positioning systems that operate in vacuum environments, including aerospace ion
beam welding systems and casting mold positioning systems.
Overview
• Superior protection of servo motors
• Universal motor feedback
• Precision position control
• Easy integration with your PLC
The Challenge
The most significant challenge in deploying electrical motors in a vacuum environment is avoiding the possibility of corona
arcing between electrical conductors.As vacuum levels reduce air pressure within the environment, the rarefied air atmosphere
will easily ionize, creating a corona arc that allows current to flow between unprotected high voltage conductors. Once the arc
begins, motor winding insulation erodes and results in turn-to-turn short circuits that render the motor winding damaged,
thus necessitating replacement of the motor.
In order to prevent damage to the motor and extend its life the voltage applied must be controlled to levels below the
application’s Corona Inception Voltage (CIV), a value derived from the pressure and composition of surrounding air.
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The Solution
Despite the challenges of deploying a casting mold servo
positioning system in a vacuum environment, Applied Motion
Systems was able to do just that with a high degree of
confidence thanks to the flexibility and reliability of Control
Techniques Unidrive M700 drives. After calculating a maximum
DC bus voltage of 63 volts to prevent corona arcing within the
environment, AMS assessed multiple drive platforms and
found that only Control Techniques offered standard drives
capable of operating under this non-standard voltage limit.
Not only did these drives satisfy the most arduous requirement
of the project, they came with a slew of other benefits like
compatibility with a semi-customized servo motor with
resolver feedback, high-quality position control, flexibility
across motor types, and easily integrated “PLC Controlled
Motion”. When it comes to unique and demanding applications
such as these, Applied Motion Systems knows to look no
further than Control Techniques.

The Benefit

“Implementing position control of Unidrive M700 drives with a third party PLC turned out to be a streamlined, user friendly process that
required minimal effort thanks to Control Techniques’ PLC Controlled Motion.”

Carson Schlect
Systems Engineer Applied Motion Systems, Inc.
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CONTROL TECHNIQUES.
NO ONE KNOWS DRIVES LIKE WE DO.
Our drive obsessive representatives will drive you in the right
direction and give you first class support whenever you need it.
For more information, or to find your local drive center, visit:
www.controltechniques.com
www.driveobsessed.com
Connect with us
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